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Abstract

Four algorithms for the determination of bathymetry from multispectral imagery were utilized with new 8-band images from DigitalGlobe’s Worldview-2 satellite. All four were evaluated for accuracy in Singapore’s extremely turbid coastal waters and were used to evaluate the effects of Worldview-2’s additional four multispectral bands. Of the four, the linear band algorithm developed by Lyzenga et al. and a comparative classification algorithm performed best, with normalized RMSE of 0.229 and 0.313 meters, respectively. The additional four bands provided by Worldview-2 decreased RMSE by 9% and 27% for these two algorithms, respectively. Possibly due to the domination of particle backscatter over pigment absorption in these turbid waters, the linear ratio algorithm developed by Stumpf et al. was found lacking. Analysis found that the usual relationship between ratios of low absorption to high absorption bands and depth does not hold for these waters, likely due to backscatter dominating leaving-water signals, masking relative absorption effects. High turbidity with Secchi disk depth of 2 meters limited analysis to shallow reefs and coastline, and may have impacted sensitivity of the bathymetric algorithms.

Introduction

Accurate and high-resolution bathymetric data is a necessity for a wide range of coastal oceanographic research, but especially when studying the environmental health of benthic habitats, especially in areas that are often disturbed by human and natural phenomena. Active sensing methods, such as ship-based soundings and LIDAR can be unwieldy and expensive. Ship-based soundings often have very low spatial resolution and have trouble navigating shallow waters (Lyzenga et al. 2006). LIDAR, with its reliable accuracy and high resolution, is still too expensive for many applications, especially when updates to a bathymetric dataset are required with any frequency. Thus, passive remote sensing systems are an attractive option for sea depth determination.

Several broad approaches have been applied to this passive determination. Recently, inversion and optimization of quasi- or semi-analytical algorithms has been used with hyperspectral imagery to determine water properties and/or depth (Albert and Gege 2006, Brando and Dekker 2003, Lee et al. 2002, Maritorena et al. 2002, Gould et al. 2001, Lee et al. 1999). In particular, the semi-analytical model produced by Lee et al. (1998/1999), based on a model by Maritorena et al. (1994), has shown promise in accurately determining many constituent concentrations along with depth (Brando et al. 2009, IOC.. 2006, Canizzaro and Carder 2006, Carder et al. 2005). Comparative approaches with look-up tables have also been used with accurate depth and constituent determination (Mobley et al. 2005, Louchard et al. 2003). However, there are no commercially available hyperspectral satellite platforms with a spatial resolution comparable to many multi-spectral satellites. Instead, high-resolution hyperspectral images must be acquired with aircraft or shipboard platforms, the use of which can be expensive, especially when planning for multiple surveys (Canizzaro and Carder 2006). In addition, processing of hyperspectral data is often computationally expensive, making multispectral images an attractive alternative.
When using multispectral imagery, empirical approaches are primarily used to derive bottom depth (Lyzenga et al. 2006, Stumpf et al. 2003, Philpot 1989, Lyzenga 1985). One of the major constraints in accuracy of these empirical approaches, when compared to hyperspectral derivations, is spectral resolution, either for comparison with look-up tables or accounting for variable water quality and bottom properties. With only 4 bands in the visible and near infrared spectrum, most multispectral satellites are unable to account for too many unknown parameters in radiative transfer models. However, DigitalGlobe just launched a multispectral satellite, Worldview-2, with 8 bands in the V-NIR spectrum, including a second band in the lower blue wavelength range, which could prove invaluable in coastal research for its greater depth penetration and the possibility of greater particle and pigment discrimination (Hoepffner and Zibordi 2009). This paper aims to evaluate several depth-determination algorithms for the new Worldview-2 imagery in the extremely turbid coastal waters surrounding Singapore. The algorithms themselves will be compared for accuracy and an assessment will be made on how the additional multispectral bands affect accuracy in general.

**Background**

**Atmospheric Correction**

Most common atmospheric correction regimes for satellite imagery involve using premeditated empirical field measurements or expensive radiative transfer modeling software. With persistent cloud cover over Singapore, the former is difficult and the investigator had no access to the latter. Lacking concurrent field measurements, ground targets of known reflectance, and the models necessary for radiative transfer theory-based corrections (Gao et al. 2009), the cloud shadow method outlined by Lee et al. (2005) was considered sufficient for the purposes of this comparative study. This method was considered especially effective because of clearly delineated opaque clouds, cloud shadow, and sunlit open waters in close proximity in two of the six images. The theory behind these atmospheric corrections and corrections for the air-water interface are outlined below.

The total radiance measured at sensor, here determined from digital number values using DigitalGlobe’s specified absolute calibration factors for each band, is generally understood to be the sum of path radiance due to Rayleigh and aerosol scattering and water-leaving radiance after atmospheric transmittance, all as a function of wavelength, or:

\[
L_t(\lambda) = L_{\text{path}} + t(\lambda) \times L_w(\lambda),
\]

where \( t \) is the transmittance from surface to sensor and \( L_{\text{path}} \) is radiance due to light scattered into the sensor from adjacent areas. Wavelength dependence for optical terms (denoted by \( \lambda \)) is omitted for brevity hereon, except where needed for clarity. Remote sensing reflectance at the ocean surface is defined as:

\[
R_{rs} = \frac{L_w}{E_d},
\]
where $E_d$ is downwelling spectral irradiance at the surface, and the surface is not considered Lambertian. Thus, to determine $R_s$ and correct for atmospheric distortions we must first evaluate path radiance, path transmittance, and downwelling solar irradiance.

The cloud shadow model, developed by Reinersman et al. (1998), assumes that radiance leaving pixels shadowed by a compact, opaque cloud results from diffuse skylight reflected off the water’s surface or scattered beneath it:

$$L_{sh} = L_{path} + t \times E_{diff} \times R_s,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $E_{diff}$ is the diffusely scattered irradiance illuminating the shadowed pixels. If we assume that a.) the path radiance is spatially homogenous over a small area encompassing shadowed and neighboring unshadowed pixels, and b.) the ocean water’s inherent optical properties, and thus reflectance (Gordon et al. 1988), are uniform over the same area, we can calculate path radiance using at-sensor radiances for neighboring shadowed and unshadowed pixels. Specifically, if we define radiance in a neighboring unshadowed pixel as

$$L_{ne} = L_{path} + t \times E_d \times R_s,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

we can determine that:

$$L_{path} = L_{ne} - \frac{(L_{ne} - L_{sh})}{1 - \frac{E_{diff}}{E_d}}.$$

(Lee et al. 2005)  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The ratio of diffuse to total solar irradiance, $\frac{E_{diff}}{E_d}$, was estimated using the atmospheric solar irradiance model created by Gregg and Carder (1990), with absorption coefficients of atmospheric constituents taken from Bird and Riordan (1986). Although the irradiance was calculated over a wide range of wavelengths at single-nanometer resolution, it was consolidated into averaged, WV2-equivalent bands using spectral response curves provided by DigitalGlobe. Once path radiance is known, $t$ is estimated using radiance reflected from the top of the cloud. Since cloud-top radiance is defined identically to Eq. 4, if we assume a value for cloud remote sensing reflectance we can derive $t^*E_d$ and finally $R_s$ for each pixel as:

$$R_s = \frac{(L_t - L_{path})}{L_{cloud} - L_{path}} \times R_{rsCloud}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Lee et al. defined $R_{rsCloud}$ as a spectrally constant value determined somehow through absolute cloud radiance. Here it was instead assumed to be a Lambertian reflector with:

$$R_{rsCloud} = \frac{\pi L_{cloud}}{E_{ET}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)
where $E_{ET}$ is the extra-terrestrial solar irradiance used in the atmospheric solar irradiance model. Thus path transmittance for radiance from cloud to sensor is assumed equal to transmittance of irradiance from top-of-atmosphere to cloud.

Typical radiances for shadowed, unshadowed, and cloud pixels were averaged over small areas of visually homogenous ocean or cloud in the two images with clearest shadow/cloud/unshadowed boundaries. These typical values were then averaged together and applied to every pixel in all 6 images using Eq. 6. Often, values in the near-IR are subtracted from the rest of the spectrum at each spectrum to further correct for surface reflection, making the assumption that water absorbs light at these wavelengths completely. In highly turbid waters, as in the study area considered here, this is not necessarily the case, and light at these wavelengths can be scattered out of the water column before fully attenuating. Thus, no such near-IR correction was performed.

The above correction only provides above-surface reflectances, free of surface reflection. In order to completely account for water-air boundary interactions with light, one also needs to consider transmittance of radiance from below to above the surface $t_L$, transmittance of irradiance from above to below the surface $t_E$, refraction $n$, and internal reflection $\gamma$:

$$R_{rs} = t_L t_E \frac{R}{Q(1-\gamma R)n^2},$$

(8)

where $R$ is subsurface irradiance reflectance and $Q$ is the ratio of upwelling irradiance to upwelling radiance below the surface (Lee et al. 1998, Mobley 1994, Gordon et al. 1988). In 1998 Lee et al. simplified this interaction model and published an empirical estimation for optically shallow waters:

$$R_{rs} \approx \frac{0.518r_{rs}}{1-1.562r_{rs}},$$

(9)

where $r_{rs}$ is below-surface reflectance. This equation was inverted and applied to all pixels after above-water reflectance was calculated. Because water in the study area is so turbid, it is impossible to apply a correction for sun-glint effects using the near-infrared bands like that used in Lyzenga et al. (2006). However, sun-glint in the scene is predominantly caused by the wake of boats, all of which are in optically deep water and should have no effect on the bathymetry algorithms.

**Bathymetry**

In order to estimate water column depth from the Worldview-2 imagery and determine the degree to which the additional four bands increase or decrease accuracy, four multispectral bathymetry algorithms were evaluated. Two of the four algorithms were simple look-up table classifications similar to that of Louchard et al. (2003). The remaining two algorithms are based on a one-dimensional simple solution to the radiative transfer model in ocean water as presented by Lyzenga (1978). This solution is based on Beer’s Law of exponential attenuation of light transmitted through an absorbing substance and states that reflectance immediately below the ocean surface at any wavelength, $r_{rs}$, is a function of
bottom albedo \( r_B \), reflectance of an infinitely deep water column \( r_W \), the sum of the upwelling and downwelling diffuse attenuation coefficients of light \( \alpha \), and depth \( h \):

\[ r_{r_s} = r_W + (r_B - r_W)e^{-\alpha h} \]  

(10)

When applied to multispectral imagery, \( r_W \) is often defined as the average below-surface reflectance over optically deep water (typically, that which is greater than 30 meters deep). When this model is inverted to find depth, the accuracy is mostly predicated on the values of bottom albedo and attenuation coefficients used. If this algorithm is applied to an entire image, any heterogeneity in water quality or bottom type will cause large errors in the output. This paper examines two algorithms used to account for such heterogeneity.

**Linear Band Model**

In his 1978 paper, Lyzenga attempted to account for variability in bottom type by using multiple spectral bands and a rotational matrix. First he defined a variable, \( X_j \), for each of bands 1 – N as:

\[ X_j = \ln(L_j - L_w) \]  

(11)

where \( L_j \) is the above-surface radiance in band \( j \) and \( L_w \) is averaged deep-water radiance. The radiances were log-transformed to create a linear relationship between input radiance and depth. Deep-water radiance was used to account for reflection due to surface effects and volume scattering in the water column and was assumed to result mainly from external water reflection, including sun-glint effects, and atmospheric scattering. Secondly, he used a rotational matrix, similar to principle components analysis, to account for depth-independent variability in radiance values between bands. He defined \( N \) variables as:

\[ Y_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} A_{ij} X_j \]  

(12)

where \( A_{ij} \) is the \( i \)-th variable in the rotational matrix for band \( j \). This produced \( N - 1 \) depth-independent variables that could be used as indices of bottom type, and 1 variable, \( Y_n \) that had a linear relationship to depth and was used for bathymetric determination. Although this algorithm accounted for bottom type variability and did not require any existing depth measurements, it failed to account for any heterogeneity in water column properties across an image. This algorithm was updated by Lyzenga in 1985, and again in 2006 by Lyzenga et al., to account for water quality heterogeneity, finally modeling depth as:

\[ \hat{h} = h_o - \sum_{j=1}^{N} h_j X_j \]  

(13)

where \( h_o \) and each \( h_j \) are constants defining a linear relationship between \( X_j \), again defined as above, and depth. \( h_o \) and all of \( h_1-h_N \) are determined through multiple linear regression between a set of known depths and the log-transformed radiances found at those depths. Because radiance is converted to reflectance using the same irradiance values throughout an image, the above relationship holds if one uses log-transformed reflectances instead of radiance, as was done in this paper for consistency among different methods. Lyzenga showed that theoretically this algorithm should account for heterogeneity in
bottom type and water quality and still achieve accurate results (RMSE of 2.3 m for depths up to 20 meters in the 2006 validation). Theoretically, the number of significantly different bottom types and water masses for which this algorithm accounts is directly proportional to the number of bands used, implying that Worldview-2 imagery, with 8 bands, should produce more accurate results over heterogeneous waters than conventional multispectral satellites.

**Linear Ratio Model**

In 2003, Stumpf et al. published an alternative model for determining bathymetry that better accounts for water turbidity. The primary motive for developing this new model involved one of the major weaknesses of the Linear Band model. Some benthic communities are highly absorbing, especially in the blue and green spectral region. Closely packed sea grass and macroalgae can absorb enough light that when the deep-water signal is subtracted from total radiance as outlined above, the resulting signal is negative, resulting in a non-real number when log-transformed. In addition, in especially turbid waters frequented by large boat traffic, as with Singapore, deep-keeled vessels and sea bottom dredging can raise suspended sediment levels in near-surface deep waters, resulting in a much higher deep-water signal across the V-NIR spectrum and overestimated depths in shallower areas.

Stumpf et al. base their model on the same simplified one-dimensional radiative transfer solution as Lyzenga et al. and also use a log-transform to linearize the relationship between band spectral values and depth. Instead of using a multiple linear regression with band radiances or reflectance, Stumpf et al. used a simple linear relationship between the ratio of reflectances in two bands and depth. Specifically, water absorbs light differently throughout the spectrum and log-transformed reflectance should decrease linearly with depth. Low-absorption bands will have reflectance values that decrease with depth more slowly than high-absorption bands. Thus, the ratio of a low-absorption band reflectance to high-absorption band reflectance should display a linear increase with depth when both are log-transformed. Thus:

\[
\hat{h} = h_0 + h_1 \frac{\ln(nr_{\text{HI}})}{\ln(nr_{\text{LO}})}
\]

where \(h_0\) is an offset for zero depth as in Lyzenga's model, \(h_1\) is a tunable constant defining the slope of the relationship between the ratio and depth, and \(n\) is a large constant used to ensure positive log values and a linear response. The value of \(n\) was set to 1000 throughout this investigation, as variation in \(n\) has been shown to have no significant effect on estimated depth (Stumpf 2003). This model assumes that changes in bottom reflectance are either equal in both bands or affect the ratio insignificantly relative to depth, resulting in relatively constant ratios over different bottom types and constant depth. In Stumpf et al.’s paper they compare this ratio-transformed method to the Linear Band method, using LIDAR-derived depths to perform the latter multiple linear regression and nautical chart derived depths to tune the former linear relationship. Both methods produced comparable results for their study area, with maximum normalized RMSE below 0.6 up to 25 meters depth and 0.3 up to 15 meters depth. Although only two bands are used in the ratio-transformed model, it has been shown that the extra bands provided by Worldview-2 may better account for depth (Loomis 2009). Preliminary investigation for this paper showed agreement, with ratios of the “coastal blue” band to the “yellow” band especially having greater correlation with depth than the more customary blue-to-green ratios.
Classifications

In addition to the two algorithms based on an optical model of ocean depth and bottom type, two classifications using spectral look-up tables (LUT) were performed. The first classification, similar to that of Louchard et al. (2003), simply compared each reflectance spectrum in an image to an LUT of sample spectra using a linear least squares approach. Unlike in Louchard et al., the sample spectra were taken from image pixels with known depth, and not simulated. The accuracy and validity of any classification is dependent on the separability of the classification input variable or property and its relationship to the physical property defining unique clusters (Gordon 1994). In this paper, the physical property is depth and the classification input property is reflected solar radiation. The strong relationship between these two properties and the separability of the latter have been extensively validated (Hochberg et al. 2003, Lee et al. 1998, Maritorena et al. 1994). However, as discussed above, there are other properties, such as water quality and bottom type, that also strongly influence spectral signal and can confound its relationship with depth (as when highly absorbing sea grass causes overestimation of depth based on upwelling radiance). In order for a classification using an LUT to be accurate, the LUT must account for these confounding factors as well as depth. Specifically, a spectral library like the LUTs used must contain spectral signatures related to each depth over each combination of water mass and bottom type. The spectral LUT data used in this investigation were collated from nautical chart sounding depths that were taken irrespective of bottom type and water quality. It is assumed that with a large enough training dataset collected randomly with respect to these confounding variables the LUTs should sufficiently account for all water column regimes and bottom types found in the study area. The accuracy of the classification is predicated heavily on the accuracy of this assumption.

Because the spectral look-up tables used in this investigation were small enough to likely cause significant errors in the band-comparison classification, a second classification was performed using an LUT of log-transformed band ratios. As with the Linear Ratio model, band ratios should account for much of the variability in water quality and bottom type and represent variability in depth more completely. When used in a classification, this could make up for the error inherent in a small training set, assuming spectral band ratios change significantly more with depth than with other variables. However, the limiting of spectral signals (from N bands to at most N/2 band ratios) for comparison could make this classification more inaccurate than a simple band-comparison.

Study Area

The study area examined in this investigation extends roughly 8 km by 10 km south of the Singaporean mainland, encompassing several islands and coral patch reefs. DigitalGlobe Worldview-2 satellite imagery acquired for the site were tiled into six sections and given row/column designations. That imagery can be found in Figure 1 displayed as a true-color image with bands 5, 3, and 2 (conventional red, green, and blue bands). The images will be individually referred to by their row/column designations as displayed in Figure 1 for convenience. Images R1C1 through R2C2 contain three large islands, one smaller island, and several patch reefs. The northernmost island in R1C1 is Pulau Bukom, used exclusively by Shell for oil refinement and petrochemical manufacture. The large island just to the south of it is Pulau Semakau, consisting mostly of land reclaimed using landfill waste from the mainland. The northwestern portion of Semakau is characterized by natural forest and mangroves along the coast. The third large island, mostly encompassed in R2C2, is Pulau Sebarok, used as an oil storage
and refueling port. Fringe reefs exist along the western edge of Pulau Semakau and between the two land segments of Pulau Jong, the small, mostly untouched island just northwest of Sebarok. There are also three patch reefs in this area partially exposed during low tide, one just north of Semakau, another between Jong and Bukom, and one protected by a pier off of Sebarok in R2C2. Although the region of water surrounded by these islands sees relatively less traffic, the waters bordering this area are heavily trafficked by large tankers and shipping vessels. This traffic, exemplified by the many large vessels visible in R1C2, along with sea bottom dredging near the mainland northwest of R1C1 stir up vast amounts of suspended sediment. Secchi disk measurements placed in-water visibility at 2 meters the day after the WV2 images were taken, a typical value for Singapore’s “dry” season. Image R1C3 is dominated by Sentosa Island in the north, Pulau Tekukor in the center of the image and two islands called The Sisters further south, all of which are used for mainly recreational purposes and thus have some small-boat traffic. Sentosa’s beaches facing the south are primarily artificial and harbor no known reefs or significant benthic communities. The smaller islands in R1C3, including the tip of St. John’s Island to the east, are bordered by fringe reefs. When validating the depth calculations, most attention will be paid to depth of the water columns above reefs and small island bays. While most of the reefs visible in the image are intertidal and therefore very shallow, depth increases steeply from the edges of the patch and island reefs, dropping to 5 and 10 meter depths within 5 meters distance.

Materials and Methods

Worldview-2 is a new satellite imaging platform recently launched in October, 2009 by DigitalGlobe, Inc. WV2 produces panchromatic images with roughly 0.5 m resolution (after US governmental restrictions) and 8-band multispectral images with 2 m resolution at nadir. The 8 multispectral bands include 4 conventional visible and near-infrared bands common to multispectral satellites (wavelengths in nanometers)– Blue (450-510), Green (510-580), Red (630-690) and Near-IR1 (770-895)— as well as 4 new bands – Coastal (400-450), Yellow (585-625), Red Edge (705-745), and Near-IR 2 (770-895). WV2 images were acquired for the study area on April 27th, 2010 during mid-high tide. In the images there is significant cloud cover and haze, especially in the northern halves of R1C1 and R1C2. R1C2 also displays a significant amount of large shipping vessel traffic. At the time the image was taken, visibility measured at 6.9 km, temperature at 33° C, relative humidity at 72%, and wind speed at a high 6 m/s. Atmospheric data were collected from weather stations surrounding the study area and extrapolated to the exact time of day using historic hourly averages for that month. The WV2 images were orthorectified and tiled by DigitalGlobe, with no visible errors. The cloud shadow atmospheric correction was applied to each image, but haze was still visible after correction. Masks of each image were made to exclude pixels of land, cloud, cloud-shadow, and deep haze from the calculations. These masks were created using boundary values of bands 2 and 8, resulting in good fits for most of the images, but patchiness in R1C1 and R1C2 due to the prevalent haze.

Bathymetry training data for the algorithms and look-up tables was taken from an electronic nautical chart (ENC), provided by Singapore Marine and Port Authority (MPA). All data points in this set were acquired using echo-sounder and multi-beam sonar platforms in July 2008. The data (hereon referred to as ENC08) were displayed using ArcGIS and their point-value positions were associated with the pixel of WV2 image in which they were located. Look-up tables and training sets were then constructed using the depths from ENC08 and the 8-band spectral values from their corresponding image pixels. Care was taken in choosing training data to avoid depth data located in cloud or cloud-shadowed pixels. The depths were corrected for tide by adding a tidal height of 0.9 meters,
Study Area – Singapore South Islands

Figure 1: Mosaic of the original six Worldview-2 images encompassing the study area, without atmospheric correction. Red lines delineate image tiles as procured from DigitalGlobe.
extrapolating from hourly tide tables calculated for Pulau Bukom and Sentosa by Singapore MPA. Even after taking tidal height into account, however, some depths from ENC08 indicated that locations over the patch reefs were above water, when analysis of the image clearly demonstrated this to not be the case. Depths reported in these areas may be prone to greater inaccuracy due to the inability of ships making sounding measurements to traverse very shallow water. Depths indicated as above-water were removed from the training and validation data sets, which may have led to greater error over very shallow reefs.

For the LUT classification algorithms, two-thirds of the ENC08 depth values were used for look-up and one-third reserved for validation. For the empirical algorithms, all ENC08 depth data were used for calculation of coefficients in order to have the greatest representation of variance possible for overall accuracy. Because the study area waters exhibited such high turbidity and low visibility, it was deemed unnecessary to include depth data for optically deep waters where radiance could be assumed wholly the result of volume and residual atmospheric scattering. Training sets for the LUT comparisons were restricted to depth values 5 meters and shallower to speed up computation. For each of the empirical algorithms, coefficients were separately tuned to depths of 5m, 3m, and 2m, results for each run used and compared separately. The ENC08 data represented depths greater than 5 meters more completely than shallower depths, and below 1 meter there was relatively little data. The dearth of data at these depths was most likely a major source of error in the following depth estimations.

Because all ENC08 training data was used to calculate coefficients for the empirical algorithms, a second bathymetry dataset was obtained to perform validation independent of initial training values. This second dataset was extracted and corrected from an electronic navigation chart constructed in 2004 (ENC04) in the same manner as ENC08. It contained slightly higher spatial resolution data than ENC08, and all of its values were collected using multi-beam sonar. Although it is possible depths may have changed slightly between 2004 and 2008, it was assumed that the larger, independent dataset would provide more robust analysis for comparison between algorithms and between multispectral band combinations. After an algorithm had been applied across the entire study area, validation depths were extracted from the images using coordinates from ENC04 and compared to ENC04 depths for accuracy and precision. After comparing the two datasets for any obvious discrepancy, ENC04 was also used for validation purposes with the classification algorithms, discarding the initial ENC08 validation dataset.

The Linear Band algorithm was slightly modified for the current study. Because the area of interest is so turbid and impacted by large vehicle traffic, it would be inaccurate to assume that deep-water signals are due mostly to atmospheric scattering and surface reflection. In fact, highly absorbing benthic communities in shallow waters resulted in lower reflected signals over very shallow water than over deep water for some bands in the image. Because atmospheric corrections accounting for surface reflection and sky radiance were made across every image, it was deemed unnecessary to also subtract out deep-water signals. Instead, the log-transformed radiance was defined as in Stumpf et al. (2003):

\[ X_j = \ln(nr_{rs}) \]  

where \( n = 1000 \) was used for consistency between algorithms, with no detectable difference between depths modeled with and without the constant, and only the base coefficient, \( h_0 \), being affected. This study also briefly evaluated the relative worth of using NIR bands in these computations, considering NIR signals are assumed to be mostly the effect of water column scattering and could therefore result in
unwanted noise. Including the NIR bands resulted in small but significant decreases in RMSE on the order of 0.001 meters, and they were included in this model. For comparison of WV2 bands with typical multispectral bands, the above algorithm was run using all 8 WV2 bands and again using only the 4 WV2 bands typifying most multispectral platforms (Blue, Green, Red, and Near-IR1). The results of these two runs were then compared.

The Linear Ratio algorithm was used unchanged from the theoretical form outlined above. Band ratios were chosen based on calculated correlation with depth in each training set. Coefficients of correlation were calculated for each band pair and depth, and the band pair with greatest correlation was used for further analysis. Results obtained using less correlated band ratios corroborated the use of coefficient of correlation as a valid measure of suitability. Comparison with typical multispectral bands was difficult, as the best band ratio for both the 3-meter and 2-meter datasets was Blue-to-Green. This made a realistic comparison using the additional WV2 bands impossible with the given training datasets.

LUT classifications were performed as outlined above. Each pixel in an image was compared to representative pixels in an LUT, its closest match calculated using least-squared error. For the ratio classification using all 8 WV2 bands, the three ratios Coastal-to-Green, Coastal-to-Yellow, and Coastal-to-Red were calculated and used for comparison. For the 4 band ratio classifications, the three ratios Blue-to-Green, Blue-to-Red, and Blue-to-Near IR1 were used.
Figure 2: Modeled vs. Actual depth for 8-band algorithms. a.) is Linear Band, b.) is Linear Ratio, c.) is Band Classification, and d.) is Ratio Classification. The dotted lines represent perfect fit.
Figure 3: Bathymetry derived using Linear-Band algorithm tuned to 2 meters. Note that depth values of -1 m indicate pixels masked out because of cloud, cloud-shadow, land, or thick haze. The northwestern portion of the image is over-masked, probably due to suspended sediment reflected signals confused as cloud/thick haze signal when developing the spectral masks. Note also the deep water classified as haze in the center-south. This anomaly is due to infinite log values during derivation, despite the correcting constant $n$. In this image, depth values over 1.4 m were considered optically deep and display limited to values below 1.4 m. Note also that despite this cutoff, there are still some deep-water pixels estimated as less than 1.4 m depth.
Results and Discussion

The results of the algorithms produced for the LUTs with depths ≤ 2 meters and coefficients tuned to 2 meters, using all eight WV2 bands, are displayed in Figure 2. It is evident that even the use of ENCO4 data for validation provides few data at this depth, although some data points are hidden beneath others with the same value when displayed, especially in the classification graphs. The Linear Band model (Fig. 2a) produces results that fit well relative to results in Stumpf et al. (2003) and Lyzenga et al. (2006). It is still hard to compare results with those reported in these papers because they don’t report such shallow derived depths. However, with a normalized RMSE of 0.229 meters, the depth derivation here performs better than the corresponding derivation at 2.5-5 meters as reported by Stumpf et al. The Linear Ratio model (Fig. 2b) did not perform so well. While it has a similar precision, indicated by a normalized RMSE value of 0.260 meters, the data displays less overall accuracy, as shown in its deviation from perfect fit. Plotted derivations using the Linear Ratio algorithm seem almost independent of true depth between 0.5-1 m and 1.6-2 m. The band classification (Fig. 2c) was less precise than either with a normalized RMSE of 0.313 meters. Compared to the similar approach by Louchard et al. (2003), this band classification performs worse, with a median error of 25%, but this is more accurate than the Linear Band algorithm. The results produced by the ratio classification (Fig. 2d) perform much worse, with slightly higher RMSE and median error, but nearly 30% greater average error. These results may indicate that empirical algorithms perform better than LUT classification when considering such shallow depths and small initial training sets.

Figure 4 displays the results for the algorithms performed with just the conventional 4 multispectral bands. It is obvious from the plots alone that the band classification performs much worse with only 4 bands to compare between the LUT and image, having a normalized RMSE of 0.428 meters and 40% worse median accuracy. The 4-band Linear Band algorithm has slightly worse precision than its complement with a normalized RMSE of 0.252 meters and 10% worse average accuracy, though it has insignificantly better median error. As stated earlier, a 4-band comparison of the Linear Ratio algorithm was not possible for these depths because the ratio used was conventional Blue-to-Green. The 4-band ratio classification performed better than its 8-band counterpart. This investigation found that these results held even when replacing the Coastal-to-Green ratio with Blue-to-Green in the 8-band algorithm. Although individual ratios involving the coastal and yellow band were more highly correlated to depth than ratios using only conventional multispectral bands, the wider separation in wavelength between the conventional bands may account for more variation with depth, resulting in more accurate classification. The band classification produces more accurate results with a small trade-off in computation time. RMSE and median percent error for all derivations are displayed in Figures 5 and 7.

The calculations performed using LUTs and coefficients tuned to depths greater than 2 meters proved significantly less accurate than those calculated up to 2 meters and are not examined here.
Figure 4: Modeled vs. Actual depth for 4-band algorithms.  a.) is Linear Band, b.) is Band Classification, and c.) is Ratio Classification.
Although the 8-band Linear Band algorithm and band classification do perform relatively well for depths below two meters, all of the algorithms considered in this study showed substantial error. There are several possible sources for this error, and we will analyze them here. First, the time difference between the first and second bathymetry datasets used for training and validation may result in perceived error due to changes in depth over time. However, the algorithms are not significantly more accurate when judged solely on data from ENC08. Another possible source of error is the atmospheric correction used. Incorrect estimations of gas and aerosol absorption coefficients in the atmosphere could cause some error, but it is improbable that these estimates would be inaccurate enough to cause significant error. To test whether the water-air boundary interaction equation taken from Lee et al. (1998) held true for the study area, a second atmospheric correction was run without it and the results of bathymetry algorithms compared to these results, but there were no changes in precision or accuracy.

The training sets and LUTs used in this study are highly probable sources of error. The LUTs and training sets were statistically small due to the small size of bathymetry data from which they were extracted. If more extensive training sets were used, either with broader measured or simulated data, the accuracy of these algorithms might improve significantly. It is also possible that the relationships between depth and spectral signal utilized by these algorithms are simply not sensitive enough over such a small range of depths, leading to a baseline error equivalent to those reported here. A larger training and validation dataset, with greater representation at shallower depths, would help explore this possibility.

Assumptions made in the construction of the algorithm could also be sources of error. Both of the empirical algorithms are based on the concept of exponential attenuation of light through water. Both algorithms also assume that the main mechanism for this attenuation is absorption. Lyzenga et al.’s model initially makes this assumption through the subtraction of deep water values from reflectance values throughout an image. As Stumpf et al. pointed out, shallow water with highly-absorbing bottoms may have lower reflectance values than deep water with significant particle backscattering. This situation is exemplified by comparing reflectance over the sea grass beds and coral surrounding Pulau Semakau in R1C1 to deep water reflectance in R1C2 where traffic has significantly raised levels of suspended sediment, visible as plumes beneath the ocean surface. This study avoids the error caused in that assumption by leaving out the deep-water term, though this step most likely adds its own error as well. Stump et al.’s Linear Ratio algorithm implicitly assumes a water column is dominated by absorption when specifying ratios of high- to low absorbing bands. In a regime as highly turbid as Singapore waters, particle backscattering may be the primary mechanism for attenuation. Since many ocean sediments scatter relatively equally across the V-NIR spectrum, ratios of differently absorbing bands may change less with depth than in an absorbing regime, flattening the linear relationship between depth and the log-transformed ratios. This
Figure 6: Band Classification-derived bathymetry of the study area. Pixels reporting 0 depth have been masked out because of the presence of land, cloud, cloud-shadow, shipping vessels, or thick haze. As in Figure 7, some of the northwestern corner of the image has been over-masked. Note how in deep water (classified as about 2 m), water masses with high suspended sediment concentrations are classified as relatively shallow with sediment plumes visible stretching from the shipping vessels in the center of the study area to the southeast corner.
would decrease the accuracy and precision of the Linear Ratio model, and if backscattering dominates attenuation within the water column, it could be assumed that band ratios stay constant with changing depth. This possibility was analyzed and the inseparability of these ratios by depth, as displayed in Figure 8, seems to support the hypothesis that these waters are not absorbing regimes and may not be effectively analyzed by the Linear Ratio algorithm.

Bathymetric maps produced using the Linear Band model and band classification are displayed in Figures 3 and 6. Both algorithms delineate well between shallow water benthic habitats and optically deep water. The patch and fringe reefs are well defined in both images, including steep drop-offs to deeper water. The depths in Figure 3 show better transitions from shallow to deep water, with less speckle error and less sensitivity to bottom type over the Semakau fringe reefs and sea grass beds. Figure 3 only displays water with depth values equal to or shallower than 1.4 meters, waters classified as deeper than that considered optically deep. Figure 6 displays classification with unaltered and unrestricted values. In Figure 6, a large sediment plume, misclassified as shallower water, is visible stretching from the centrally located shipping vessels to the southeast corner of the study area. In Figure 3 this plume and other more localized plumes were also visible before restricting depth values to 1.4 meters.

Figure 7: Comparison of median absolute error for all of the algorithms

Figure 8: Comparison of Blue-to-Green band ratios in Singapore shallow waters with respect to depth. Ratios appear inseparable by depth, especially below 0.5 meters.
Conclusions

Four algorithms used to determine water column depth using multispectral satellite images were examined in this paper. Because of the high turbidity of Singapore waters, this investigation was restricted to studying and deriving depths shallower than two meters. Within this narrow band of depth, it is difficult to obtain accurate results because of variable bottom type, instrument error, and inaccurate assumptions regarding the water column. Two of the algorithms have the potential to accurately determine shallow depth in highly turbid waters given sufficiently representative training data sets. The Linear Band algorithm modified from Lyzenga et al. (2006) obtained a normalized RMSE of 0.229 meters and a median error of 26%. A band classification using look-up tables obtained a normalized RMSE of 0.313 meters and a median error of 25%. The additional 4 V-NIR spectral bands provided by the Worldview-2 improved the Linear Band algorithm marginally, but decreased median error of the band classification from 65% to the 25% reported here. A classification using band ratios instead of raw band values achieved results comparable to the Linear Band algorithm. Although its data input requirements are the same as the more accurate band classification, its lower computation requirements may make it attractive after further validation. Another algorithm considered here, the Linear Ratio algorithm developed by Stumpf et al. (2003), may prove completely ineffective in waters where turbidity is the predominant factor defining attenuation in the water column. In order to achieve better results in the future, training sets should be constructed with more care given to representing a wide range of variance in bottom type and water column properties with statistically significant sample sizes at critical depths. Better quality images free of cloud cover and haze would allow for a more accurate assessment of bathymetry in Singapore, possibly removing most error affecting the classification methods. Using tide-linked bathymetric datasets with higher spatial coverage and vertical resolution may remove much of the error in these shallow depths for all of the algorithms considered.
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